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Essential Classroom Bins for 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) 

from Brain Hive and TCM Library!
These leveled books have been hand-selected to introduce essential topics that teach students the five key components of SEL as 
identified by CASEL: self-awareness, self-regulation/self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision 
making.

Each SEL Classroom Library bin includes:

 ✔ A handy book bin
 ✔ Engaging leveled books in print & digital format covering the CASEL 5-core competencies
 ✔ An essential teacher resource, Creating Social and Emotional Learning Environments
 ✔ Digital eBooks with built-in digital literacy tools, notetaking, graphic organizers, assignments, reporting, and more!

Brain Hive allows you to “future proof” your purchase with digital books you own for LIFE with unlimited access.

Grades K –1 
Print  +Digital

31-Book Set + Teacher Resource
$499.35 $300.00 9781087605197

31-Book Set
$439.37 $265.00 9781087605180

Grades 2–3
Print+Digital

20-Book Set + Teacher Resource
$489.57 $300.00 9781087605210

20-Book Set
$429.63 $265.00 9781087605203

Grade 4–5
Print+Digital

18-Book Set + Teacher Resource
$489.61 $300.00 9781087605234

18-Book Set
$429.63 $265.00 9781087605227

Mindful 
 Moments

C h a p t e r  O n e

    What Is
Social and Emotional

   Learning?

* What is your understanding of the term Social and Emotional 
Learning (SEL) ?

* Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

» SEL is a fairly new concept in education.
» SEL and academics are two unrelated skill sets.
» SEL is meant only for very young children.

* How familiar are you with the following terms and concepts?

» EI/EQ 
» growth mindset
» social agency/agility
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Chapter One: What Is Social and Emotional Learning?
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Print + Digital = Easy & Affordable Blended Learning
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Put Yourself in Their Shoes
Do you know what it means to “put yourself 
in someone else’s shoes”?  Here is an 
example.  Your friend is sad because her 
cat ran away.  How would you feel if that 
happened to you?  If you answered “sad,” 
you understand how she feels.  
That is empathy.

Think of Solutions
There is more than one side to every � ght.  

Fighting fair means listening to the other person.  
Showing empathy is important.  It helps you see 
the problem in a new way.

Practice Empathy
Here is how you can practice showing 

empathy.  First, listen closely to the other person.  
Then, think of how you would feel if the same 
thing happened to you.  Ask the other person how 
he or she feels.  Finally, show you care by asking 
how you can help or by offering a hug.

thing happened to you.  Ask the other person how 
he or she feels.  Finally, show you care by asking 
how you can help or by offering a hug.

happened to you?  If you answered “sad,” 
you understand how she feels.  
That is empathy.That is empathy.
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Practice Active Listening
Use active listening skills to show you 
are paying attention.  Nod to show you 
understand.  Ask questions.  Then, restate 
what the person said.  Tell the speaker 
you understand how he or she feels.
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What is the Brain Hive Platform?

✔ Digital Bookbag allows students to read
anytime, anywhere

✔ eBooks, eBooks with Audio, and
Interactive eBooks address the diverse
reading skills of all readers

✔ Free iOS and Chromebook apps enable
offline reading

✔ All eBook formats are available for
unlimited multi-sure access

eBooks

Zoom FeatureDigital Tools

Dynamic E-Reader

Digital Bookbag Search by Title, ISBN, Key...
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